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Galleri Nicolai Wallner is pleased to present The Thirst, our first solo exhibition with Marie
Lund.
The idea of the body and of a bodily presence runs through the exhibition as six sculptures
are placed along the gallery’s surface. Twisting and bending, the sculptures’ curvatures reveal
themselves almost like architectural elements that draw our eye through the space, using the
wall as pedestals, making us aware of the space. Some wrap around corners, others climb.
Each are placed with intention, joined to the walls with metal brackets and rubber, almost like
hands holding the fixed works in place.
Made with copper, the nature of the raw material reveals itself through the intricate and
determined manipulations, as the physical traces of these treatments are left visible for us to
find and follow. Malleable when heated, the copper is stretched, shaped, polished on the
inside, the colours from the heating process left on the outside, creating something that feels
simultaneously familiar yet foreign.
There is a structure inherent in the works. Their shape—abstract to us—is determined by a
single form. Shown in full, in part, flipped, inverted, the sculptures appear like the
grammatical conjugation of a single word unfolding or a body moving through diﬀerent
poses. Each iteration or gesture reveals another aspect or emphasis of the form, imparting
new meanings. The variations of form by which the voice, mood, tense, number, and person
are identified. Their size echoes our own size, almost as if the sculptures are mimicking us,
reflecting our body language, our posture, our corporeality within the space.
The exhibition title, The Thirst, could thus be interpreted as a nod to a craving, a desire, a
willingness and a need to understand and contextualise our own position.
For this reason, perhaps, we find ourselves gravitating towards Marie Lund’s sculptures. Their
presence awakens something within us, they hold the space for us, making us aware not only
of their place, but also of our own.
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